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In order to characterize the behavior of tunable diode lasers (TDL), the first step
in the project involved the redesign of the TDL system here at the University of
Tennessee Molecular Systems Laboratory (UTMSL). Having made these changes it
was next necessary to optimize the new optical system. This involved the fine
adjustments to the optical components, particularly in the monochromator, to
minimize the aberrations of coma and astigmatism and to assure that the energy
from the beam is focused properly on the detector element. The next step involved
the taking of preliminary data. We were then ready for the analysis of the
preliminary data. This required the development of computer programs that use
mathematical techniques to look for signatures of chaos. Commercial programs
were also employed. We discovered some indication of high dimensional chaos, but
were hampered by the low sample rate of 200 KSPS (kilosamples/sec) and even
more by our sample size of 1024 (1K) data points.
These limitations were expected and we added a high speed data acquisition
board. We incorporated into the system a computer with a 40 MSPS (million
samples/sec) data acquisition board. This board can also capture 64K of data points so
that were then able to perform the more accurate tests for chaos. The results were
dramatic and compelling -- we had demonstrated that the lead salt diode laser had a
chaotic frequency output.
Having identified the chaotic character in our TDL data, we proceeded to stage
two as outlined in our original proposal. This required the use of an Occasional
Proportional Feedback (OPF)controller to facilitate the control and stabilization of
the TDL system output. The controller was designed and fabricated at GSFC and
debugged in our laboratories. After some trial and error efforts, we achieved chaos
control of the frequency emissions of the laser.
The two publications appended to this introduction detail the entire project and
its results.
Here we provide the references to the publications:
Stabilizing Lead-Salt Lasers: Understanding and Controlling Chaotic Frequency
Emission, Gordon Chin, Larry R. Senesac, William E. Blass, and John J. Hillman,
•Science 274, 1498-1501 (1996)
Stabilizing Lead-Salt Diode Lasers: Measuring and Controlling Chaotic Frequency
Emission, Larry R. Senesac, William E. Blass, Gordon Chin, and John J. Hillman,
Proceedings of the 4th Experimental Chaos Conference, August 1997, Boca Raton,
FL, in press, World Scientific.
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Stabilizing Lead-Salt Diode Lasers:
Understanding and Controlling Chaotic
Frequency Emission
Gordon Chin, Larry R. Senesac, William E. Blass,
John J. Hillman
Lead-salt tunable diode lasers (TDLs) are the only devices currently available that can
generate tunable monochromatic radiation at arbitrary wavelengths between 3 and 30
micrometers and are particularly useful for high-resolution spectroscopy over a wide
range of spectral regimes. Det,_iled observations of TDLs show that the observed in-
strumental linewidth is actually a temporal average of many narrow (less than 0.5
megahertz) emission "modes." The time scale characteristic of these "modes," which
appear to be of relatively constant intensity, is of the order of a microsecond. The laser's
behavior is highly suggestive of a chaotic process, that is, seemingly random excursions
of a dynamic variable (frequency) within a bounded range. This report shows experi-
mentally that TDL emissions are indeed chaotic. Furthermore, in a simple and robust
fashion, this chaotic behavior has been successfully controlled with the use of recent
techniques that take advantage of chaos to produce a narrow band laser output.
Chaotic behavior is an intrinsic property of
a nonlinear system. Mechanical systems
communication and elecmmic systems, bio-
G Chin and J J. Hillman, NASA Go3gard Space Fhgb_t
Center, Laboratory for Extralerrestnal Phys+cs. Green-
belt, MD 20771, USA
L R Senesac and W. E. Blass. Department of Pnysics
and Astronomy, University of Tennessee. Knoxville. TN
37996-1200, USA
logical systems, the solar system, optical and
laser systems, and many other nonlinear sys-
tems often exhibit chaotic behavior. Chaos
is also often called deterministic random mo-
tion. The motion is deterministic because its
trajectory' can be calculated for all times
given the starting conditions, but it ts also
motion in which instabihttes appear eve_,-
where in the system's trajectory in phase
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"pHLL', El'It'Co(ir_liI'La[c sVS[cln dc',cril,ln_ a
>v,R.m', t,_sitk}n md veh)cit¥. Thoc in_ra-
biliries fLircc rile trajectories of 1-1earbv pha_,c-
-pac_ Dents re diver_e. Thi._ divergence is
manifested as a -ensitivity to inina[ condi-
ti_m>, another characteristic of chaotic IllO-
tkm. However, _h_ nonlinearities of the sys-
tem fi_ld the mUectories back into a confined
re,.zi_ql. In this Illanner, chaotic lnotlon }llll-
plitie, -mall differences, errors, or noise, that
is, the instabilities stretch phase _pace,
wh_rea._ rhc nonlinearities, or Gldin_ mo-
rt,n, keep tile trajectories hounded. Bound-
ed trajectories si;na[ rile presence ,ff an at-
tmcror. Another indication of chaotic be-
havi_,r is the ex>tcnce of a "stranL, e" attrac-
tor widl its distinctive fractal character. It is
thi., fractal characteristic that _i\'c_ chaonc
InOtiOI1 ith Gtndoll_ appearance.
,More recently, inve._ti,.Z,'ations of nonlin-
ear Jvnal_lics have lnovcd (rein purely the-
oretical and romp,rational studie:, t_ exper-
iment. 5ome of these experiments _how
that chaotic behavior is a useful feature m
itself and more imp<_rtantly may be exploit-
ed _o perform pracucal functions (I). Fol-
Iowtn_ theoretical ,mdies that reveal meth-
ods that stabili:e unstable orbits (2.3), a set
_,f _trikin_ experiments ensued that demon-
strated that cha,_ can be controlled in a
surpri_mely simple manner (4, 5) and in as
diverse a range of problems as cardiac ar-
rhyd_mia (6), thermal convecei_m loops
(5), electronic circuitry (7), an optical sys-
tem (,q), and solid-state lasers (9).
The practical demonstration o( chaos
conrr, I led us to consider whether these
technique_ tire applicable to tunable diode
la,er* (TDLs). Lead-salt TDLs are valuable
tool., that are used to measure the molecular
parameters of atm,_,pheric constituents im-
portant m planetary atmospheres (10). The
adv_u]:a,.:,c> of TDL, are wide spectral cover-
aue t_ to 30 is.in), achieved by v_¢ying tile
salt composition of art epitaxially grown
le;kt--alt cry,,tal (such as Pbl_ Sn,Te or
Pb.<j ,Se), and hieh spectral resolution
(-10 4 cm I). The TDLs arc operated be-
low 100 K and arc tuned by changmg the
temperature or injection current (M_ich ell
t-ectivelv cal.lscs :A C[_tlnge irl file temperature
of the la:,cr junctioli). The combirultkm of
wide spectral coverage, contintlotls tunabil-
itv, hi,.:h resolutior_, high output power, and
ea.,c of u.,c makes TDLs ideal fi_r tile study of
linc positions, line strengths, and pressure
broadcning coefficients, especially of mole-
cuD> with closely *paced spectral tran:.itions.
I)cspitc the extremely succcsst-ul use of
TDL> in lab()ratorv spectro>copv, the filll
potcntml of the TDL has not been realized.
Carctul charactcrizatiorl of a TDL shows
that tEc intrinsic linewidth of its enli>-;ion is
very narrow (<0.5 ,XIH: or - 10 _ tin i), n
facr,,r at l0 [,error than rl_e instrumental
lC,,>lutiIwl achl_.,.cd in Lib_,;l' r. liT :ca-
thWl',. The' ,,I.-,:r,. cd illstrtllllt:n: ]ll'iL"_\ '..{tl'_
is actualh; a t_..mDmd ;wcr;Iue . :]];tilt I'tAr-
ri)w treclucnc,, cilli,-,sit}ns or "i:': JCS" i iO,
l I ). These in>e<lnranc<_usmode-, which, arc
rciativeh,' c,>n>t,mt in illtcnsitv. ,£},in_e , 'n a
time scale on the order ot a R::cr_s¢C,,llJ.
This behavior l- a natulcl[ CtH'l-c.{tlen02 of
the intrmsicallv nonlinear , D:r_n,_n ,'t a
laser junction, where many mice .coptc tac-
ets or lasm,g re2ions Ill;/v ex:-:. Minute
chamxes in tile lunction--such _- in te'.l]-
perature, diFI]cn-ion, or index ,,t re(fac-
tion-can queP_ct't one lasinu :::,,Jr while
allowin'e, anuthcr to reacll thr,-i_dd. Tile
derailed dvncunlcs <,f such a c tnplicaecJ
system is pmbab Z not amenaI-ic r,l nllai,,r-
ical descriptl< m.
Portunatelx. numerical mc:Tt,,ds exl,r
that can identi6: the presence .r cha,,:ic
behavior with<,ut requirin_ i deraiie,t
knowledge or the und,._,rlyin.: .i',.i"t;l{ltlc-.
However, the challenee rerna:::- I_o_ to
capture the trajectory of tile T["L m which
the dynamical variable, trequenc., earle; <it
a megahertz rate. This infimnac:,_n is also
critical in our _,,al t<, con.trot Tire TDL's
chaotic emissi<>n.
The solution _s to construct ._ :requeI'tcv-
to-amplitude converter (F/A) v. irh a ra,t
response time. \"('e use one of tx_,, appr,,ach-
_11 x ...... i .... t lB' 'I ......... C .... i; _:20 -- i "
i
8 0
Fig. 1. The frequency variation of a 'e-3-salt TDL
operating near 1029 cm ' using a li;e cf ethyiene
as the F/A come'-:er. Each pane{ "as 30.C00
points digitized v.itn a 20-MHz 8-_ : _:,nalog-to-
digital converter. Ti_e colored points :-'e the mea-
sured data. The black plot shows t__-- results of
applying a digit _ow-pass filter to tr'e measure-
ments. The frequer_cy scale was ca :-aterJ ,',ith
the use of methods similar to those ,sed in _70.
1 I), (A) Chaotic TDL emission withOL,: :ontrci. tB)
TDL emission with the OPF electro" :s on ,C)
Detector noise le'.et when the last- beam _s
blocked. The difference between tt_÷ ; :ered a"d
unfiltered data is :oentical to the no _¢. shov.' rg
that we succeedeo _ntaking out onl': :-e deteo:sr
noise. The inte_'al of the measureme":s was 15
ms; the dala in the three panels v,.e+er_ot ta-'en
contiguously.
<- clrD.cr APt _ll--<,rpi-l<q_ cell . :tr;lilliFi_ ;i
; ,-<_._>u> '.nolcctli,_r .,llll[_[c ' <iF ,1 .Vibrv-Perot
c':t]<>n i> placL'd in eHL' pat['l ,q rht' TD[_'*
}'c,uI/. _v adBi-rin_ the TPL r,, Z-c .n tilt,
-cc_:p >ide at t'irht'r ell<' FtI> i!ne or the
F d-rv-Pcror trin_e, chances ill rhc TDL trc-
qucnc v arc converted to chan,.zu- in detcct-
c.i -i{.tnal .unplitudc. The F/A ,._c used Ba_,
:in absorption transition, el etht !_.-p.e(C_,H 4)
n_-ar 1020 cm -x (FIR. IAL tq,,wever, an
e:a[<,] or any other '..z':_.,line 'althin the
cunine ranee of the TI?L can ,a,,rk just a,',
well. Tile advantctees of tl.',ine a zl. abxorp-
e>.n tint' :'ire n_.irlilnal l<,--e> in [']',,ton flux
c, mpared with dl,>c for a hieh-rmc',se eta-
I,.n arid the ability to c,,ntrol ri-c dope <>t
d:c F!A con\er>ion by varvln_ "-!'re pressure'
m ct_e ab-<wptl<>n cell.
\\% looked t],r q,.znarure._ <>r.;]'_a,ltic be-
It.wi<>r with ,e\eral l'ltil_crical v<,,>ls. \_ie
"(Ir'C cxalllined tilL" pt;wcr Sl-cc:rtln] t12).
P_-r,,Jic o.cillati,,n, in the data '.t,,uld pro-
Jut,: spikes m tilt' po_er >pcctrtinl. Tile
p, ,,Act spectrum (toni our dare i- ,.cry broad.
inJicatirl£ that rb.c en_issions arc n,_t purely
peri,_dic. The lar_o,t Lvapup.,,v exp<_-
ncnt--a measure ,q: the rare ae which tra-
it.re, wits mitiallv cIo.-c to,.:cthcr in phase
.-i'._ce diveree (12. /3)--is 0.2"_5 -- 0.022
t,,r the fihered dalai m Fig. 1A, and the
values ran_ed from C.269 -- 0.01 _, r_
0._14 +_ 0.01l m other measurements. P,>-
itivc Lyapunov exp,,nenrs characreri:c cha-
otic data, whcrea, periodic data have neg-
ative values. There are two re>t- that ll]c_'t-
-ure the dimension of the cha_,t{c attractor
m 7hast space: the capacity (or Hausd_,rff)
dm_ension 112) and the corrclan,_n dimen-
,_,'n t14). Both Ine:>urc, yield .l .]imetlsion
or .ibout Jr t]._r thc raw TDL data tallJ clbout
Fig. 2. A 3D time-delay phase pie: vf the TDL
frec:_.ency trajectoG from the measu-ements d_s-
p_.e._ _n Fig. 1A TPe trajectory sbc.'.s intricate
Sc rai structure embedded w_n_n sp:_a structure.
AP _mmated version oi this figure re,.e2 s stretch-
ir'g _nd folding mot ons. The points _'e colored to
sbc .'. me time e,.,olL:ticn of the trajectc.-, from blue
tc <e_ The axes indicate frequency _r"q-egahertz.
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1.26S --- 0.070 fi_r the _ihcred data\ \Vc
also pcrformL'd a _.ir_gle-\aluc decompo:.i-
ri_m (15 } ,,f our raw and filtered data, \_hich
resulted in or_ly three si,.:nificant cigcnval-
ups and ci$.:cnvectors, again indicating that
tl_c TDL trajcct,_ry has a low de,.zrce <ff
complexity.
A three-dimensional ('_D) phase-space
portrait {,tO) of the T1)L tihercd data using
timc-dciav coordinates tFig. 2) reveals a
trajectory that is composed of strikin,.zly
complex embedded spirals. For stochastic
data ,At rluldc/in noise, such a ph_t shows no
structure, and the trajectory randomly fills
phase space. If the data are periodic, then
the trajectory fi_rms a cioscd _rbit. An an-
imated 3D phase D_rrrait (17) shows the
stretching and folding moth_ns in the TDL
frequency excursh_ns. The TDL trajectory is
confined, vet it never rcpeats--avain a ,i_-
13attire Of chaos,
Because the TDL emission did appear
chaotic, our next goal was to control this
chaotic behavior. In tOO0, Oft, Grebo,.:i,
and Yorke fOGY) t2_ set the theoretical
stage f,q chaos control based on the i.tea
that the chaotic attract,_r of a s't,stem is
made up of an infinite number of tmst<llqe
orbits. The first step m the OGY merited is
to monitor _l-,C (or -pine) of the sv.tcrn
variables and use the time-delay co,ordinate
embeddin_ technique i16) to construct the
attract,,r for the system. From this attractor,
they choose an orbit d_at yields the de, fled
behavior and then l,,cate the fixed p_ints of
that orbit. Finally, the,, apply a small time-
dependent perturbation t,_ an accessible sys-
tem f,:muneter tt_ keep the fixed D_int in
the path ,_f the traiect_,ry. The idea i_ n_
take advanta,.ze of the ,\stem's _ensitivc de-
pendence on initial conditions and tit.v- mi-
nor perturbatiorL_ to control chaos.
i C_y°genJc 1emperalure stabilizer !
T
. [ r } •
i" Ela,on
( Laser current supply'l _, Tuna_ e diode "_ or" _ '--_L laser gas cell
Deteclor )
and _-- Monoot_romalor -i';--
pre-amp
I j ' ISam_,_'!InDUt Offset
L_'¢I -_--_'_ and /gal/_ • etJ)ust [ I hold J
i Window Window i
I wlclth Oelector
Clock ]_[ Conlr01pulse logic __
i
"{ Multiolexer i
.................. OPF cO'_tro(ler ......................
Fig. 3. D_agram of tine setup for our TDL sqaos
contro experiment
In 1001, Hunt dcvclopcd a modification
of the OGY tneth,q called occasional pn,-
p,!rtiona} t_.'edb;_ck (OPF) t_, find, stabilize,
and sxxitch between different orbits of a di-
,_Je rcs,,nat_,r (7). One advantage of the
OPF method is that dctaileJ knowledge <>f
the dvl]Alltics is l)Ot llCCCSt, ilry, nor is it re-
quired to know initialh where the fixed
points of the system lie. In ti<t, the OPF
meth_v] can be used to allow the system to
find stable orbits by itself. The Basic method
_)f OPF is to sample an accessible dynamical
system variable, and it the value of the vari-
able falls within a prescribed range or "win-
do,,,," a system parameter is modulated with
an amplitude proportional to the difiL_rence
between the value of the sampled \'ariable
and the center of the window. An explana-
tion of why OPF works and an extension of
this method using the duration of the feed-
hack contr,4 as an additional control param-
eter that is effecti\e t\_r higher complexity
systenxs is found in (IS). The circuitq need-
ed to implement the OPF method is ex-
20 L' "" ...... , ......... i ......... , .........
A
qO [
t
1,0 [' _L I_ ................ t ..................
0.8 f
_ t
=_ 0.4)
e_
0.0 .........
-20 -10 0 10 20
Frequency (MHz)
Fig. 4. (A) A 2D time-delay phase ptot of the
chaotic ¢black) TDL and OPF-controlfed (redl tra-
iectories from Fig. 1. (B_Histogram of TDL trajec-
tories in IA) with 0.2-Mhz bins that shows the
extent o+ the frequency variations. The red dash
plot is a Gaussian fit to the OPF-controlled TDL
data The FWHM of the Gaussian, 1.68 MHz. isan
upper limit to the stabilized TDL frequency The
chaotic -DL excursion is - 18 MHz,
trcmc]y simple and easy to c_,nstruct ;_t_,{ha>
I_eei'l successfully applied to a wide ran!ee <if
physical applications (4-9).
For our f, robh.'m, we lnOl_.itor the t]e-
quency excursion, with the F/A modred
described abm'e, and Use the injectk,n ctir-
rent of the TDL as the acccs.,ible >x>tcm
parameter (Fig. 3). The output frequency of
a TDL is coarse-tuned I_y the opcratin,4
temperature in a close-cycle refrigerator and
fine-turled by the injection current. The
F/A output, from a detector preamplifier,
enters the OPF electronics throu_zh a \art-
able-gain input..-kn offset is added to the
input signal to center it in a window. This
signal is fed to a window detect_,r and a
sample-and-hold amplifier. The FtA >iL'nal
is checked to determine if it lies within the
adjustable width of tl_e win&_w. If .,o, the
sampled signal is led through a \ariable-
t.:,ail'_outpti[ amplifier as a ct_rrection r,_ the
TDL control module, which adds it to the
TDL injection current. The samplir>.z rate
ap_d output correction si.£:,na[ are svt_.chro-
ni:ed by an external ch_ck, in our case
runnir_g at 1 MH:.
Control of the TDL emission was es-
tablished quickly lrl a simple and robust
fashion as the gain of the correction _i,.:nal
wa., ,.m_dually increa,ed: The chaotic TDL
emisskm (Fig. 1AI can be contrasted to
the stability acquired when OPF control is
fully active (Fig. 1B). The controlled TDL
emi.,sion is stable in both frequent\ and
amplitude.
Our measurements are all dominated by
detector noise (the col(,red plots in Fi,.:. 1 ).
Because it is primari[':, high frequent\ (Fi,.z.
1C). we felt it appropriate to apply digital
low-pa.,s filtering to our data t<_ impro\,., our
mea.-urement accuracy. The amount ot fil-
tering was determined by the requirement
to pre.-erve the characteristic of the TDL
chaotic emission without any distorelon.
Several parameters determine hmv \\'ell
the OPF method works. For example. TDL
contn4 is dependen_ on clock speed. For
spee& slower than 600 kH:, OPF c,_ntrol
l:ails: ,_therwise, the exact OPF clock -pced
is n,,t critical: ,,ur experiments were all
conducted at l MH:. This restraint i- o_n-
sistent with (10. IlL and measurements
here that show the time scale fi,r TDL
\'ariati_ms is _1 #..,.. The sensitivity ,>f the
F/A conversion is another important tactor.
Hieh ,,ensith, it$" in the F/A converston, that
is. small vahles of A'CIAi, (for \'_4tagc \" anJ
frequency l,), or the steepness of the line
where the laser is tuned causes difficult\ in
o,ntr,,I. The ethylene line we used ha> a 12
\"IGH: dope (n, c_m\,ert from volta<_,_,vari-
ati,,n to frequency, we used 81 MH:/V].
The width of the OPF windo_\, on the <>ther
}_an,.]. _s nt)t a >en_,itive parameter. Cbncc
stable TDL ellliSSl,q_ was established, OPF
1500 _:c:IENc:E • \C,I.. 274 • 20 NCWEXII4ER I°<)0
c<>nrr,+i _v;l_ r<lt',u,,r ili't<t c<,ntinucd indeti-
nii12[v without {uri,hur iidjusi,illent.
The ,light, dri{t in frequency in Pig. l B i_
attrit, urab[u t{_ a small and slow IO0-H:
ramp in i,he injecti_m current [ron_. the TDL
contr.I module. This drift shmvs thai- QPF
coni,n_l can he maintained while varyin,-
the ceni,er frequency _f i,he TDL. \\"e
achieved similar results wii,h a fixed Fabw-
Pero_ eralun as the F/A by tuning rhc TDL
to une side of a [ow-fines>e etalon frin,,,e.
We maini,ained OPF control while scan-
l'lil'ig the frequency over a ranve of _80
.'viM_-. This range is <_f practical importance
as it demunstrates that OPF can he used
" with a TDL eu scan aeries, a molecular
absorpei<_n feature and to perform spectro-
scopic measurements at, hi,her frequency
o res<_lutiun than previuusly pussible.
\Ve can only _ive an tipper limit to the
frequency stability at,rained with the OPF
rnerho<_t because the mensurenlents are
domiriai,ed by detector noise that can unlv
be impr<wed by signal processing (Fig. 1).
Another factor is that our F/A process in-
separably cunvolves amplitude and frequen-
cy variai,it>ns. To calculate an upper limit.
we project, the trnjeci,ories m two dimen-
sions (Fig. 4A). A histogram ot the mllnber
or poini,s in each 0.2-MH: bin of the c,m-
trolled and unconm_lled emission is i,hen
made (Fig. 4B). From a Gaussian fit to i,he
controlled distrihui,ion, we obtain a value
fi_r its full width at half maximum
(FWHM), here being 1.68 MH-, which we
can use as a strict upper limit.
An equal p<lrtitionmg of the mtcnsity
and trequency variations m quadrature, a
reasonable assumptic!i 3, would reduce the fre-
quency limit by \2, to [.19 N1H:. The
FWHXI t,f the uncontrolled TDL excursion,
measured hy hand, is _IS XIH:. Therefore,
the OPt method hnproves i,he TDL frequen-
cy si,abilii,y by at least a thctor of 11 to 15.
We can dot,ermine more accurately i,he fre-
quency stability by heterodynmg the TDL
output, with a stabili-ed lO-tam COn laser.
The improved st,ability, in both the fre-
quency and the amplitude of i,he OPF-con-
trolled TDL, will enable new applications.
We have mentioned higher resolui,km spec-
troscupy that scans a TDL. ,An OPP-con-
trolleJ TDL can also be used as a local
;, oscillai,or for heterodvne radiometers. The
far-infrared (FIR) spectral regime is ex-
tremelv important, and the recent develop-
cent, of wide-bandwidi,h hoi,-electron bo-
lometer mixers makes the riced fi+r a suit-
able FIR local oscillator immediate. There
arc numerous candidates tor future OPF
ct>ni,rol, such its an opticalh punlped sub-
millinteter laser thai- emits from 30 I.till to [
ntltl and \'christ Otltptli, varies in a scenlillgl,/
rand,,m tctq_it n }_eclltisc of nonlinear fced-
back between the ptllllp an,t lasant i_as.
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ABSTRACT
Close observations of the emission from a lead-salt tunable diode laser (TDL)
reveal that the observed instrumental linewidth is actually a temporal aver-
age of many narrow (less than 0.5 megahertz) emission "modes." Though the in-
stantaneous laser output width is less than 0.5 MHz, the working width of the
laser is limited to several MHz by frequency jitter. Since the jitter frequency is a
dynamic system variable which occurs within a bounded range but varies in
what appears to be a random fashion, chaotic behavior is suggested. With this
in mind we designed a procedure to monitor and measure these frequency fluc-
tuations on our own lead-salt TDL system. We then analyzed the data and dis-
covered that the fluctuations are indeed indicative of a chaotic process. Utiliz-
ing the chaos control technique of occasional proportional feedback (OPF) de-
veloped in 1991 by E. R. Hunt, we constructed an electronic OPF controller.
With this controller we succeeded in decreasing the frequency variations by a t
least a factor of twenty over the same laser emission without the controller.
1. Introduction
In the 1990s, investigations of nonlinear dynamics have moved from purely
theoretical and computational studies to experiment. Some of these experi-
ments show that chaotic behavior is a useful feature in itself and more im-
portantly may be exploited to perform practical functions 1. Following theo-
retical studies that reveal methods that stabilize unstable orbits 2"3a set of strik-
ing experiments ensued that demonstrated that chaos can be controlled in a
surprisingly simple manner _s and in as diverse a range of problems as cardiac
arrhythmia 6, thermal convection loops 5, electronic circuitry 7, an optical sys-
tem s, and solid-state lasers 9'1°. We report here on new data and new results
which validate and extend the work first reported in 199613 .
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The practical demonstration of chaos control led us to consider
whether these techniques are applicable to tunable diode lasers (TDLs). Lead-
salt TDLs are valuable tools for the study of molecular parameters of atmos-
pheric constituents important in planetary atmospheres 11. TDLs are operated
at temperatures below 100 K and their frequency output is tuned by changing
the diode temperature or injection current (which effectively causes a change
in the temperature of the laser junction).
Despite the extremely successful use of TDLs for laboratory spectros-
copy, the full potential of a TDL has not been realized. Careful characteriza-
tion of a TDL shows that the intrinsic linewidth of its emission is very nar-
row (< 0.5 MHz or -10 -5 cm-1), a factor of 10 better than the instrumental
resolution achieved in laboratory applications. The observed instrumental
linewidth is actually a temporal average of many narrow frequency emissions
or "modes" u,n. These instantaneous modes, which are relatively constant in
intensity, change on a time scale on the order of a microsecond. This behav-
ior is a natural consequence of the intrinsically nonlinear operation of a laser
junction where potentially many microscopic facets or lasing regions exist.
Minute changes in the junction - such as in temperature, dimension, or index
of refraction - can quench one lasing mode while allowing another to reach
threshold. Though the instantaneous laser output width has been deter-
mined to be less than 0.5 MHz, the working width of the laser is limited to
several MHzn by frequency jitter resulting from this nonlinear operation.
Since the jitter frequency is a dynamic system variable which occurs within a
bounded range but varies in what appears to be a random fashion, chaotic be-
havior is suggested. The detailed dynamics of such a complicated system is
probably not amenable to analytical description.
2. Frequency To Amplitude Converter - F/A
Our first challenge is to capture the frequency fluctuation information from
the TDL emission. Our solution is to construct a frequency-to-amplitude con-
verter (F/A) with a fast response time. We use one of two approaches: either
an absorption cell containing a gaseous molecular sample or a Fabry-Perot eta-
Ion is placed in the path of the TDL's beam. By adjusting the TDL to lase on
the steep side of either the gas line or Fabry-Perot fringe, changes in the TDL
frequency are converted to changes in detected signal amplitude. In Figure 1
we see an illustration of this technique. The region on the side of an interfer-
ometer fringe, or a molecular absorption line, looks approximately linear and
has a fairly steep slope. For the sake of clarity in the figure, we show only the
center portion of the side of the line, scaled for our convenience. We begin by
tuning the laser frequency so that it is on the center of the side of the line. W e
then note the amplitude of the signal there (marked as Center Line in the fig-
ure). If the frequency of the laser decreases, as at point A, we immediately de-
tect a decrease in the amplitude of the signal. Similarly, if the there is a de-
crease in the laser frequency as at point B, we detect a decrease in signal ampli-
tude. Having previously described the use of an absorption line F/A 13,in this
paper we will examine the results of using an etalon fringe F/A.
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FIGURE 1 Frequency to Amplitude conversion. Shown is the side of an absorption line or etalon
fringe. We tune the frequency so that it is at the center of the side at point C and hold the fre-
quency there. If the frequency of the laser decreases, as at point A, we immediately see a de-
crease in the amplitude of the signal. If the frequency increases, as at point B, we see an in-
crease in amplitude.
3. Examining The Frequency Fluctuations For Chaotic Character
The F/A utilized in this investigation is a 3" solid Germanium etalon, and
we were operating the TDL at 1029 cm 1. In Figure 2 is plotted the frequency
variation of the TDL emission. In (A) is plotted the raw data, and in (B) is
plotted the same data filtered to remove noise. The data was taken with an 8-
bit analog-to-digital converter, with a sampling rate of 500 kHz.
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FIGURE 2 The frequency variation of a lead-salt TDL. In (A) is plotted the raw data, and in
(B) is plotted the same data filtered to remove noise.
We looked for the signature of chaotic behavior with several numerical tools.
The largest Lyapunov exponent TM was found to be 0.202 + 0.055 for this data.
The capacity dimension 15 was calculated to be 1.205 + 0.066 for the raw data,
and 1.368 + 0.075 for the filtered data. In Figure 3 is plotted the correlation di-
mension 16 as a function of embedding dimension for the Raw and Filtered
data. We see that in the raw data, the presence of experimental background
noise makes the correlation difficult to calculate, and also yields an artificially
high value for the dimension. The filtered data gives a smoother plot, and
shows a plateau onset for the correlation dimension of 2.858 + 0.272.
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FIGURE 3 The Correlation dimension for the raw and filtered data.
Another indicator of chaotic character is the power spectrum ;s. In Figure 4 we
have plotted the log of the power spectrum as a function of frequency for the
raw data. The power spectrum of the filtered data looks nearly identical except
that it is attenuated at high frequencies. We see that the data has a very broad
power spectrum indicating that the laser emission is not purely periodic.
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FIGURE 4 The Log of the Power Spectrum vs. frequency.
In Figure 5 we have used time-delay coordinate embedding _7 to create a
phase-space portrait of the filtered data. The plot uses only 10,000 of the 65,000
data points so that we may see the trajectory more clearly. The plot reveals a
trajectory that is composed of strikingly complex embedded spirals. The trajec-
tory is confined to a region of phase-spaceyet it never repeats. This is again
indicative of a chaotic process.A phase plot of the entire data set may be seen
in Figure 8 (A).
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FIGURE5 Time-delay coordinate phase-space portrait for the filtered data. The axes indi-
cate frequency in MHz.
4. Control Of Chaos
Having established to our satisfaction that the TDL emission indicates a cha-
otic process, our next goal was the control of this chaotic behavior. In 1990 the
first papers emerged which focused on the control of chaos in physical sys-
tems. The first paper published by Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke 2 set the stage for the
chaos control papers which followed. The method outlined in the paper, re-
ferred to by most as the OGY method, was based on the idea that the chaotic
attractor for the system is made up of an infinite number of unstable periodic
orbits. The first step of the OGY method is to monitor one (or some) of the
system variables, and use the delay-coordinate embedding technique 17 to con-
struct the chaotic attractor in the phase space of the system. Next, from this
attractor find one of the orbits which yields the desired system behavior and
locate the fixed points of that orbit. And finally a small time-dependent per-
turbation is made in an accessible system parameter to keep the fixed point in
the path of the system trajectory. This forces the system to remain in the de-
sired orbit. The idea is to take advantage of the system's sensitive dependence
on initial conditions and use minor perturbations to the system to produce
the desired behavior.
Closely following the OGY paper Ditto, Rauseo, and Spano4 used the
OGY method to stabilize a physical chaotic two state system and switch be-
tween the two states at will. Thesepapers were followed quickly by a plethora
of chaos control studies in widely diverse areas from controlling the flow of
water in a thermal convection loop5 to stabilizing cardiac arrhythmias 6.
5. Occasional Proportional Feedback
In 1991 E. R. Hunt developed a modification of the OGY method which used
occasional proportional feedback (OPF) to find, stabilize, and switch between
nineteen different orbits from the chaotic attractor of a diode resonator 7. One
advantage of the OPF method is that we do not need a detailed knowledge of
the dynamics of the system nor is it necessary to know initially where the
fixed points of the system lie. In fact, the OPF method can be used to allow the
system to find stable orbits by itself. The basic method of OPF is to sample an
accessible dynamic system variable, and if the value of the variable falls
within a prescribed range or "window", a system parameter is modulated
with an amplitude proportional to the difference between the value of the
sampled variable and the center of the window.
Another difference between the OPF method and the OGY method is
that the perturbations made to the accessible system parameter, necessary to
stabilize the orbit, are not restricted to being small in the OPF method. Hunt
found that with large perturbations the attractor could be altered and periodic
orbits could be found where none had existed previously. OPF has more re-
cently been used to control a chaotic solid state laser system 9 and also to syn-
chronize a pair of diode resonators TM. An explanation of why OPF works and
an extension of this method using the duration of the feedback control as an
additional control parameter that is effective for higher complexity systems is
found in Carr and Schwartz 19.
6. Our OPF Controller System
For our OPF controller, we monitor the frequency excursion of the laser out-
put (with the F/A method described above) as our dynamic system variable,
and use the injection current to the TDL as our accessible system parameter.
In Figure 6 is a diagram for our OPF controller and TDL system. The output
frequency of the TDL is coarse-tuned by the operating temperature in a close-
cycle helium refrigerator and fine-tuned by the injection current. The F/A
output, from a detector pre-amplifier, enters the OPF electronics through a
variable-gain input. An offset is added to the input signal to center it in a
window. This signal is fed to a window detector and a sample-and-hold am-
plifier. The F/A signal is checked to determine if it lies within the adjustable
width of the window. If so, the sampled signal is fed through a variable-gain
output amplifier as a correction to the laser current supply where it is added
to the TDL injection current. The sampling rate of the OPF controller sample-
and-hold amplifier and the timing of the output correction signal are syn-
chronized by an external clock, in our caserunning at 1 MHz.
Cryogenic Temperature Stabilizer)
Current Supply Tunable Diode or
Laser Gas Cell
& Monochromator
Pre-Amp
Input Otfset Sample
&
Gain Adjust Hold
Window
Detector
Control
Logic Multiplexer
.............. OPF Controller ................
FIGURE 6 OPF controller and system diagram.
Several parameters determine how well the OPF method works. For
example, TDL control is dependent on clock speed. For clock speeds slower
than 600 kHz, OPF control diminishes. Otherwise the exact OPF clock speed is
not critical and our experiments are all conducted at 1 MHz. The sensitivity of
the F/A conversion is another important factor. High sensitivity in the F/A
conversion, that is small values of AV/Av (for voltage V and frequency n), or
the steepness of the line where the laser is tuned, causes difficulty in control a3.
The etalon fringe we used here has a 6.7 V/GHz slope (to convert from volt-
age variation to frequency, we used 150 MHz/V). This slope is much lower
than the slope of the molecular absorption line used in previous experi-
ments 13, and the control is smoother. The width of the OPF window, on the
other hand, is not a sensitive parameter. Once stable TDL emission was estab-
lished, OPF control was robust and continued indefinitely without requiring
any further adjustments.
7. Experimental Results
Figure 7 shows the results from one of our experiments. Control of the TDL
emission was established quickly in a simple and robust fashion as the gain of
the correction signal is gradually increased. The chaotic TDL emission (Fig. 7
A) can be contrasted to the stability acquired when OPF control is fully active
(Fig. 7 B). (The uncontrolled data (A) is the same data as in Figure 2). The con-
trolled TDL emission is stable in both frequency and amplitude.
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FIGURE 7 In (A) is plotted the chaotic uncontrolled TDL emission. In (B) is the TDL emission
with the OPF controller on, and in (C) is the signal noise level with the TDL beam blocked. The
data was filtered to remove the detector noise. The interval of each measurement was 130 msec,
and the data in the three panels were not taken contiguously.
Figure 7 C shows the detector noise, here the TDL laser beam is blocked. Our
measurements are all dominated by detector noise. Because the detector noise
is primarily high frequency, we felt it appropriate to apply digital low-pass fil-
tering to our data to improve our measurement accuracy. Therefore the data
shown in Figure 7 shows the results of the filtering. (The raw uncontrolled
emission can be seen in Figure 2.) The amount of filtering was determined by
the requirement to preserve the characteristic of the TDL chaotic emission
without any distortion.
We shall now compare the frequency fluctuations in the controlled
versus the uncontrolled data. The total deviation for the uncontrolled laser
emission is 109 MHz, with a standard deviation of 17.3 MHz for the unfiltered
data, and 104 MHz, with a standard deviation of 17.2 MHz for the filtered data.
We see that the filtering of the high frequency noise has very little effect on
the uncontrolled laser emission (as can be seen visually in Figure 2).
For the controlled laser we find that the total deviation is 11.7 MHz,
with a standard deviation of 1.45 MHz for the unfiltered data, and 5.57 MHz,
with a standard deviation of 0.63 MHz for the filtered data. While the post-fil-
tering of the data had very little effect on the uncontrolled laser emission, we
see that the standard deviation of the controlled emission is reduced by over
half, indicating that the controlled laser signal is background noise limited.
The filtered background signal noise has a total deviation of 11.7MHz,
with a standard deviation of 1.35MHz for the unfiltered data, and 6.08MHz,
with a standard deviation of 0.83MHz for the filtered data. The comparison of
the above statistics for the controlled emission and the background detector
noise again indicates that the controlled laser emission is background noise
limited, and that our filtering is therefore justified. For the filtered data, the
ratio of the standard deviations for the uncontrolled and controlled emission
indicate a reduction in frequency fluctuation by a factor of 27.
8. Upper Limit To Frequency Stabilization
We can only give an upper limit to the frequency stability attained with the
OPF method because the measurements are dominated by detector noise that
can only be improved by signal processing. Another factor is that our F/A
process inseparably convolves amplitude and frequency variations. To calcu-
late an upper limit, in Figure 8 (A) we project the trajectories in two dimen-
sions of the uncontrolled (black) and stabilized (small white region in center)
laser emission. In Figure 8 (B) we have plotted the histograms for both the
uncontrolled laser emission data (1), and the controlled emission data (2). The
bin width for the histogram is 1 MHz. A Gaussian profile was then fitted to
each histogram, and the profile was over-plotted onto the histogram. The
Gaussian fitted to the uncontrolled laser data has a FWHM of 29.5 MHz,
while the Gaussian fitted to the controlled laser data has a FWHM of 1.45
MHz. We may use this FWHM of 1.45 MHz as a strict upper limit. An equal
partitioning of the intensity and frequency variations in quadrature, a reason-
able assumption, would reduce the frequency limit by q2 or to 1.03 MHz.
Since the FWHM of the uncontrolled TDL excursion was found above to be
29.5 MHz, we find that the OPF method improves the TDL frequency stability
by at least a factor of 20 to 29.
9. Scanning The Center Frequency Of The Controlled TDL
In Figure 9 we have plotted the successful scan of the center frequency of the
TDL with the OPF controller activated. The range of the scan is 120 MHz (4
mcml). This is of practical importance as it demonstrates that OPF can be used
with a TDL to scan across a molecular absorption feature and to perform spec-
troscopic measurements at higher frequency resolution than previously pos-
sible.
The improved stability, both in frequency and amplitude of the OPF-
controlled TDL, will enable new applications. In addition to the high resolu-
tion spectroscopy mentioned above, an OPF-controlled TDL can also be used
as a local oscillator (LO) for heterodyne radiometers. The far-infrared (FIR)
spectral regime is extremely important and the recent development of wide-
bandwidth hot-electron bolometer mixers makes the need for suitable FIR LO
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FIGURE 8 In (A) is a 2D time-delay phase plot of the chaotic uncontrolled (black) TDL and
the OPF controlled (small white region at center) trajectories from the data in Figure 7. In (B)
are histograms of the TDL trajectories in (A) (uncontrolled (1), controlled (2)) with bin widths
of 1 MHz. Each histogram is then over-plotted with a Gaussian profile fit to the histogram
data. For the uncontrolled emission the FWHM of the fitted Gaussian is 29.5 MHz, while for
the controlled emission the FWHM is 1.45 MHz. This width of 1.45 MHz is an upper limit to
the stabilized TDL frequency. The Ratio of the uncontrolled and controlled FWHM indicate an
effective narrowing of the laser frequency output by a factor of 20.
immediate. There are numerous candidates for future OPF control, such as an
optically pumped submillimeter laser that emits from 30 _tm to 1 mm and
whose output varies in a seemingly random fashion because of nonlinear
feedback between the pump and lasant gas.
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FIGURE 9 The center frequency of the TDL is scanned over a range of 120 MHz with the OPF
controller activated. The ramp generator used was set for a 10 msec (100 Hz) scan, where the
scan stays at the minimum value for 5 msec then increases for 5 msec before returning to the
minimum value. At the right edge we can see where the OPF controller is retarding what would
otherwise be a nearly vertical fall of the frequency back to the minimum value.
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